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Application Note: 
Arbitrary Wake-up Cycle Time ca. 1 to 110 Sec.
for STM100  V0.1 
 

  
Introduction: 

Wake-up timer of STM100 

The wake-up timer of STM100 provides user-programmable wake-up time intervals for activating the processor 
and an external wake-up opportunity (WAKE pins). Features: 
• Extremely low power consumption during sleeping time period 
• Cyclic processor wake-up configurable by user through external pin configuration (CW_0, CW_1) 

 

Encoding Scheme of CW Input Pins (standard mode) 

 
The encoding input pins have to be standard left open or connected to GND in correspondence with the 
following connection schemes: 
 
 

Standard Wake-up cycle time 
 

Table1: 
CW_0 CW_1 Wake-up cycle time 

 
NC NC 1 sec. ±50% 

 
GND NC 10 sec. ±50% 

 
NC GND 100 sec. ±50% 

 
GND GND 110 sec. ±50% 

 
 

Table2: 
 

Pin No Symbol Function Operational characteristics 
12 
14 

CW_0 
CW_1 

Encoding input for processor wake-up cycle 
time: 1, 10 or 100 seconds approximately 

Pins should be left open or connected to GND. 
Cyclic wake-up time value strongly depends on 
actual power supply voltage and operation 
temperature (up to ±50%) 
 

 
Equivalent schematic of wake-up cycle time inputs CW_0 to CW_1 

Fig.1 
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To obtain other than 1/10/100 sec. wake-up cycle times (e.g. every 25 sec.) you must modify the time constant 
of the RC-Network. 

The general relation therefore is: Cycle Wake-up time T(sec.) = 2,1 x Rintern(Ω) x Ctotal(F)  

where Rintern is 1G (given), Ctotal is the sum of internal 470 p + the internal 4,7 n (if CW_0 connected to GND), or 
the internal 47 n (if CW_1 connected to GND) or booth as shown in the Table1. 

A simple way to modify (decrease) the wake-up cycle time value is to add another serial external capacitors 
between CW_0 or/and CW_1 pin and GND, that means to modify the value of the Ctotal 

If you have for example CW_01 connected to GND you will have a given wake-up cycle time above 10 sec. 

Now you may want to increase this wake-up cycle time value to 25 sec. for example: 

25 sec. = 2,1 x 109 x Cx  => Cx = 25 sec./ 2,1 x 109 = 11,9n. Because this value is greater as 4n7 (at CW_0) but 
lower as 47n you will need to modify only the CW_1 branch as shown in Fig. 2. 

To obtain your external capacitor value you must calculate the Cext (n) = 47n x 11,9n / (47n-11,9n) = 15n. So you 
will have finally for a wake-up cycle time of ca. T=25 sec. this new circuitry shown in Fig. 2: 

   Wake-up cycle time T=25sec., Cext=15n Fig. 2 

Similar, for a 5 sec. wake-up cycle time for example, Ctotal = 2,38n (<4n7 and <47n) so you must leave the 
CW_1 NC (open) and add a external Cext serial capacitor between the CW_0 and GND as shown in Fig. 3. His 
value for T=5sec. is Cext= 4n7 x 2,38n /(4n7-2,38n) = 4n7 

 

    Wake-up cycle time T=5sec., Cext=4n7    Fig. 3 
  

So you can change arbitrary your wake-up cycle time values between ca. 1 sec. and ca. 110 sec. You can not 
exceed the maximal value of ca. 110 sec. as shown in the Table1, because you can only decrease the already 
given internal capacitor values through a external serial capacitor addition.  
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
 

The information contained in this document has been reviewed with great care and is believed to be accurate. 
EnOcean assumes no responsibility for its use, for any problems or damage which may result from errors or 
omissions. EnOcean reserve the right to make corrections, modifications, enhancements, improvements and 
other changes to this information at any time without notice. 
EnOcean assumes no liability arising from the application or use of any product or circuit described herein, for its 
applications assistance or customer product design. Customers are responsible for their products and 
applications using EnOcean components. To minimize the risks associated with customer products and 
applications, customers should provide adequate design and operating safeguards. 
This information neither states nor implies warranty of any kind, including fitness for any particular application. 
Information published by EnOcean regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license from 
EnOcean to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof. 
EnOcean does NOT recommend the use of its products in critical life support applications or security systems 
without the express written approval of the president of the EnOcean. 


